INSTRUCTIONS
AMERX® Wound Care Kit

HELIX3-CM® COLLAGEN MATRIX

REMOVING THE DRESSING
Carefully remove the existing dressing/gauze that is covering the wound. To make the dressing easier to remove with little or no discomfort, you may dampen the dressing with AMERIGEL® Saline Wound Wash. Wait several minutes then remove carefully. If any HELIX3-CM remains stuck to the wound DO NOT attempt to remove or disrupt the wound bed.

STEP 1: CLEANSING THE WOUND
Cleanse the wound with AMERIGEL Saline Wound Wash by spraying the affected area. The pressurized action of the Wound Wash requires only a small amount of spray to cleanse the wound. Gently blot the wound dry.

STEP 2: APPLYING HELIX3-CM COLLAGEN MATRIX
Following wound cleansing, gently cover the wound surface with HELIX3-CM Collagen Matrix dressing. If the dressing extends beyond the wound surface, you may cut the HELIX3-CM to fit the wound size or fold any overlapping product to fit within the wound border.

STEP 3: APPLY THE AMERX BORDERED GAUZE DRESSING
Remove the AMERX Bordered Gauze dressing from the package. Remove one side of the paper liner. Place dressing over the wound and surrounding skin. Remove the remaining liner. Carefully smooth the edge of the dressing to ensure proper contact with surrounding skin.

CHANGE THE DRESSING DAILY OR AS INDICATED BY YOUR HEALTH CARE PROVIDER.

WARNINGS:
• Due to risk of infection from loss of sterility, discard any remaining product following initial application.
• DO NOT use HELIX3-CM if you are allergic or sensitive to materials of bovine origin.
• Discontinue the use of HELIX3-CM and notify your doctor if excessive redness, pain, swelling or blistering occurs.

Attention:
Please place business card here before making copies.

Your next scheduled visit:
Date: ____________________________
Time: _______________ AM / PM